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• Supersonic expansion of a quantum gas

Bereits zugewiesene Projekte werden durchgestrichen, neue
Projekte können laufend hinzugefügt werden.

Supersonic expansion of a quantum gas
Can concepts of an expanding universe be studied in the lab by analogy? A remarkable experiment
by Eckel et al. forced an ultra-cold quantum gas to expand hypersonically, after which they observed
redshifts of the long-wavelength excitations, as well as the production of topological defects.
This thesis will first introduce the fundamental concepts of quantum gases and their possible
excitations, such as sound waves, solitons and quantized vortices. There will be an optional
theoretical component to explore the interplay of such excitations by conducting dynamic computer
simulations using existing code. Then the experiment by Eckel et al. will be presented and discussed.
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S. ECKEL et al.

Supersonic expansion of a Bose-Einstein condensate ring. Experiment (top) versus theory (bottom).
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Rf ¼ 46.4ð1.4Þ μm [Ri ¼ 11.3ð4Þ μm] is the final (initial) radius [44]. An initial distance d transforms into a larger distance d0 .
The time elapsed in the figure is approximately 15 ms.
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Figure 2(b) shows the measured phonon amplitude δn vs
We understand the phonon’s behavior during the expantime for various a and m, and it clearly shows a shift in the
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FIG. 2. Redshift of long-wave excitations. (a) Atomic density difference δn at various times for both experiment and simulation for a
mode number m ¼ 2 and scale factor a ¼ 4.1. The density scale of images after expansion is multiplied by 10. (b) Phonon amplitude vs

